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LATEST NEWS

Future of Research
Depends on Domestic
Funding

Zoom on ECOWAS's
Innovative Approach to
Financing Research

Indigenous public and private

At the invitation of the African Union

resources are the principal pathways to

Semi-Arid Food Grain Research and

the sustainable funding of research in

Development (SAFGRAD), CORAF, on

Africa's food system, a continent-wide

Thursday, July 2, 2020, discussed its

virtual forum organized by the African

experience in rolling out a regional

Union has heard.

approach to research funding

Read more
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WAAPP Transform Dreams
in Togo

Emerging Agribusiness
Millionaires

The WAAPP has ended. But like most

The last three years have seen two

interventions, the impact starts to

Guinean brothers’ fortunes change in

emerge sometimes long after the

substantial ways thanks in part to

program. Find out how the WAAPP

innovations from the WAAPP. Guinea is

lifted the business and personal

among the four countries to

fortunes of a young Togolese.

implement the last phase of the
WAAPP.

Read more
Read more

How do You Transform
Rural Economies?

Mitigating Impact of
COVID-19 on Seed Sector

A set of interlinked actions are needed

West African seed actors met recently

to spark the transformation of rural

to examine the availability of breeder,

communities and close gender and

foundation, and certified seeds and to

youth-related inequities around the

review actions taken by governments

world, and especially in Sub Sahara

to lessen the impacts of COVID-19 on

Africa, a panel has concluded.

the seed sector.

Read more
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Invest in Production of
Early Generation Seeds,
Gov'ts Urged

West Africa fertilizer
Watch
The International Fertilizer

COVID-19 poses a considerable risk to

Development Cente and partners in

the current farming season. Experts

West Africa have set up the Fertilizer

have called on governments to invest

Watch to provide weekly updates on

more in the production of early

the spread of COVID-19, measures

generation seeds to meet the gaps in

taken by governments, and logistical

West Africa.

constraints that affect fertilizer flows.

Lire la suite

Lire la suite
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